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Gold’s  Ballarat  Project  and
Plans  to  Build  Revenue  from
the  Quartzite  Business  in
Brazil
written by InvestorNews | December 20, 2023
In a recent InvestorNews interview with host Tracy Weslosky,
Stakeholder  Gold  Corp.’s  (TSXV:  SRC)  President,  CEO,  and
Director  Chris  Berlet  discussed  significant  developments  at
their Ballarat Project located in the White Gold District of the
Yukon Territory and an update on their profitable blue quartzite
quarry business in Brazil.

Chris  emphasized  Ballarat  Project’s  large  gold  anomalies,
extending over a 3.2 kilometer in strike length which is 4-5
times  the  original  footprint  of  the  nearby  Golden  Saddle
Deposit, currently holding a mineral resource of about 1-1.5
million ounces of gold. The absence of arsenic in the Ballarat
Project’s  Skye  Zone,  makes  it  a  compelling  prospect  for  a
substantial and economically viable gold discovery.

Chris also addressed the company’s tight share structure, noting
that  there  are  currently  13.1  million  shares  outstanding.
Further  to  this,  Chris  explains  that  Stakeholder  has  a
profitable  blue  quartzite  quarry  business  in  Brazil  that
provides cash flow, allowing them to maintain this exceedingly
tight capital market structure.. Chris revealed their ambitious
plans to quadruple the scale of this quarry business within the
next  six  months,  a  move  that  is  expected  to  significantly
bolster the company’s cash flow.
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To access the complete interview, click here

Don’t  miss  other  InvestorNews  interviews.  Subscribe  to  the
InvestorNews YouTube channel by clicking here

About Stakeholder Gold Corp.
Cash Flow

Stakeholder Gold Corp. (TSXV: SRC) generates cash flow with the
sale of exotic blue quartzite from its wholly owned Brazilian
subsidiary,  Victoria  Mining  Corporation  (“VMC”).   Cash  flow
received  from  blue  quartzite  sales  permits  Stakeholder  to
restrict  treasury  share  issuance  and  protects  company
shareholders  from  dilution.

Exploration Upside

Stakeholder Gold also holds a 100% interest in the Ballarat Gold
Project located in the heart of the White Gold District of the
Yukon  Territory  (Canada).  The  Ballarat  Gold  Project  covers
18,741 hectares of ground situated directly north of the Newmont
Corp. (NYSE: NEM) Coffee Mine Project, and south, west and east
of the White Gold Corp. (TSX-V: WGO) White Gold Project.

To learn more about Stakeholder Gold Corp., click here

Disclaimer:  Stakeholder  Gold  Corp.  is  an  advertorial  member
of InvestorNews Inc.

This  interview,  which  was  produced  by  InvestorNews  Inc.
(“InvestorNews”),  does  not  contain,  nor  does  it  purport  to
contain, a summary of all material information concerning the
Company,  including  important  disclosure  and  risk  factors
associated with the Company, its business and an investment in
its  securities.  InvestorNews  offers  no  representations  or
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warranties  that  any  of  the  information  contained  in  this
interview is accurate or complete.

This interview and any transcriptions or reproductions thereof
(collectively, this “presentation”) does not constitute, or form
part of, any offer or invitation to sell or issue, or any
solicitation  of  any  offer  to  subscribe  for  or  purchase  any
securities in the Company. The information in this presentation
is provided for informational purposes only and may be subject
to  updating,  completion  or  revision,  and  except  as  may  be
required by applicable securities laws, the Company disclaims
any intent or obligation to update any information herein. This
presentation may contain “forward-looking statements” within the
meaning of applicable Canadian securities legislation. Forward-
looking statements are based on the opinions and assumptions of
the management of the Company as of the date made. They are
inherently susceptible to uncertainty and other factors that
could  cause  actual  events/results  to  differ  materially  from
these  forward-looking  statements.  Additional  risks  and
uncertainties, including those that the Company does not know
about  now  or  that  it  currently  deems  immaterial,  may  also
adversely  affect  the  Company’s  business  or  any  investment
therein.

Any  projections  given  are  principally  intended  for  use  as
objectives and are not intended, and should not be taken, as
assurances that the projected results will be obtained by the
Company. The assumptions used may not prove to be accurate and a
potential  decline  in  the  Company’s  financial  condition  or
results of operations may negatively impact the value of its
securities. This presentation should not be considered as the
giving  of  investment  advice  by  the  Company  or  any  of  its
directors, officers, agents, employees or advisors. Each person
to whom this presentation is made available must make its own
independent  assessment  of  the  Company  after  making  such



investigations  and  taking  such  advice  as  may  be  deemed
necessary.  Prospective  investors  are  urged  to  review  the
Company’s profile on SedarPlus.ca and to carry out independent
investigations in order to determine their interest in investing
in the Company.

Chris  Berlet  discusses
Stakeholder  Gold’s  new  gold
discoveries  in  the  Yukon’s
White Gold District
written by InvestorNews | December 20, 2023
In a recent InvestorNews interview host Tracy Weslosky sat down
with Chris Berlet, President, CEO, and Director of Stakeholder
Gold Corp. (TSXV: SRC), to discuss the significant gold and
copper anomalies recently discovered at their Ballarat Project
in the White Gold District of the Yukon Territory in Canada.

Simon Ridgway returns to his
gold roots in the Yukon with
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Rackla Metals
written by InvestorNews | December 20, 2023
Sometimes you have to put your trust in the management team of a
resource company when it’s in its infancy. Unless of course
you’re a geology savant and can figure out from a two or three
paragraph description of a property if it’s going to be highly
prospective or not. In which case you should be out in this
great big world doing it for your own benefit instead of pouring
through  thousands  of  quarterly  reports  and  corporate
presentations trying to figure out who might be on the cusp of
something worth investing in.

In the meantime, let’s look at a little gold explorer in the
Yukon and Northwest Territories of Canada called Rackla Metals
Inc.  (TSXV:  RAK).  This  Canadian-based  mineral  exploration
company is part of the Gold Group of companies led by Simon
Ridgway, who stands as the Company’s CEO and a Director. The
company is engaged in the acquisition and exploration of mineral
properties with the Rivier Property, located southeast of Ross
River,  Yukon,  which  covers  lode  gold  mineralization  of  the
Motherlode type and the recently staked three new claim groups
targeting  gold  mineralization  within  the  extension  of  the
Tombstone Gold Belt in the Northwest Territories, Canada (RAK
Main, Jos and Cinnabar Projects).

But before looking at the properties it probably helps to know a
little more about the gentleman at the helm. Simon Ridgway is a
co-founder of Fortuna Silver Mines Inc. and Radius Gold Inc., a
founder  and  CEO  of  Volcanic  Gold  Mines  Inc.  (TSXV:  VG),  a
prospector, a mining financier and a Casey Research Explorer’s
League inductee. He gained his initial experience with grass
roots mineral exploration, starting out as a prospector in the
Yukon Territory in the ’70s. Mr. Ridgway and the exploration
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teams  under  his  guidance  have  discovered  gold  deposits  in
Honduras, Guatemala and Nicaragua and a silver/gold deposit in
Mexico. On the financial side, companies operating under the
Gold Group banner have raised over C$450 million for exploration
and development projects since 2003.

You could say that Rackla Metals is allowing Mr. Ridgway to come
full circle and return to his roots. This context is important
because it makes what was said in the Tombstone Gold Belt press
release a little more meaningful. The staking includes 14 claims
covering approximately 11,500 ha and targets the extension of
the  Tombstone  terrain  from  the  Yukon  Territory  into  the
Northwest  Territories  and  follows  the  significant  intrusive
related gold discovery made by Snowline Gold Corp at the Rogue
project within the Tombstone Gold Belt. Rackla’s teams have used
their historic experience in the district to trace the geology
and  geophysics  90km  southeast  across  the  Yukon-NWT  border.
Multiple intrusive bodies belonging to the Tombstone Plutonic
Suite have intruded the Selwyn basin sediments within the Rackla
claims. Previous work by operators in the Yukon on the other
side of the divide has recorded significant stream sediment gold
anomalies that appear to be draining several of the intrusive
bodies within the NWT.

All of this may mean little to the casual observer, but when it
comes from someone with the pedigree of Mr. Ridgway, one should
probably pay a little closer attention. The Rivier Property
consists of 116 quartz claims covering 2,404 hectares, located
in the Watson Lake Mining District 80 kms southeast of Ross
River, Yukon. Previous soil and silt sampling programs have
defined  a  plus  two-kilometer-long,  strong  broad  gold  and
pathfinder anomaly along a faulted contact of an ultramafic
body. The anomalous gold in soils appear to be associated with
mapped  Listwanite  alteration  of  the  ultramafic  body.  With
several soil samples running over 2 grams per tonne gold, this
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broad  zone  contains  potential  for  significant  gold
mineralization.

Rackla has been working on drill permits for the Rivier Project
but the process has advanced slower than anticipated. Permitting
in the Northwest Territories should progress more quickly and
Rackla expects to receive permits on the new claims in time for
a multi-project field season next year. Meanwhile, Rackla plans
to complete a detailed airborne magnetic program, prospecting
and geological mapping in the months remaining for the current
field season. With approximately C$1.2 million in cash and a CEO
who has proven he can raise capital when necessary, who knows
what  could  be  in  store  for  this  C$9.5  million  market  cap
company.

Adding ounces in the heart of
the new Yukon Gold Rush
written by InvestorNews | December 20, 2023
If you follow the gold exploration space, then no doubt you’ve
seen  situations  in  which  a  small,  low  market  cap  company
announced a “bonanza-grade” drill hole. That is, the drill team
pulls out a long stretch of highly mineralized core from a
target zone, and the story takes off.

Out goes the press release. The CEO’s telephone begins to ring.
Chat boards light up. There’s headline coverage in the trade
press. And of course, the share price moves.

A  company  with  small  or  modest  recognition  and  market  cap
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quickly becomes a well-known name, if not the talk of the town.
It’s all good, right?

Well, today I have a company that is definitely not doing that.
In  fact,  this  company  doing  kind  of  the  opposite  of  the
“bonanza” story. But in its own way, this exploration play is
registering massive new gold ounces, and it’s definitely on the
way to becoming the talk of the town.

The name is Banyan Gold Corp. (TSXV: BYN | OTCQB: BYAGF), run by
CEO Tara Christie, a seriously good explorationist and gold
finder, and one of the very few women to run an exploration play
in all of the junior space.

Banyan controls a sizeable land package in the Yukon. And in a
storied  mining  jurisdiction  like  that,  location-location-
location matters. And yes, Banyan has… location.

Banyan’s acreage is in the same geological stretch as a long
list of other solid mining names, to include Victoria Gold Corp.
(TSX: VGCX) and its brand-new Eagle gold mine, as well as Alexco
Resource Corp. (NYSE American: AXU | TSX: AXU), with its well-
endowed silver-lead-zinc play in the century-old mining district
at Keno Hill.

The company works right in the heart of the new, 2020s-era Yukon
Gold Rush. And in this case, the company’s claims are well-
endowed with gold. It’s on the low-grade side, which is worth
saying upfront. In general, the gold numbers are about a gram or
two per tonne, if not fractions of a gram. But don’t sniff at it
and turn the page, because there’s mathematical magic to grades
like that.

When you have a lot of tonnes, those small, gram-sized numbers
begin to add up; so far to over 4 million ounces of resource,
grading .6 grams per tonne, and more yet to come.

https://www.banyangold.com/


While many other gold prospects have complex geology, full of
faults, folds, intrusions and more, Banyan is different. It
controls  geology  that  is  fairly  consistent,  and  mostly
undeformed by structural issues from uplift, mountain building
and the like.

Source: Company presentation

Overall, Banyan’s rocks beautifully lend themselves to proving
up a large volume of resource with very recoverable grades of
gold.

Meanwhile, Banyan’s project is mining-friendly, and I mean in a
way that many big miners love to see. In essence, the geology
consists of long stretches of “meta-seds,” best described as a
large expanse of ancient seafloor sediments that were infused by
gold-bearing fluids over a long period of time. I’ll spare you
the chemistry, but the gold is there; I’ve been there and seen
it.

With these kinds of meta-sed rocks, there’s not much in the way
of faulting or folding. Not much in terms of intrusions. What
you see is what you get, which is kilometer-scale, continuous
masses of gold bearing rock with very predictable lithology.

Right now, the exploration trick is to drill the heck out of it.
Be systematic. Drill, then step-out; drill again and step-out
again. With each hole, drill down and confirm the presence of
gold in predictable, recoverable amounts. And then process the
data towards the next resource upgrade. It’s much like assembly-
line exploration and resource definition.

During a recent visit, Banyan had six rigs under contract, with
an analysis team assigned to each one. The teams process core
and samples all day, 24/7. Grind it out. And this becomes the



data with which to revise upwards that 4-million-ounce number,
to what has every indication – in my view – to be 6 million, 8
million, or even more ounces.

The idea, per management, is to grow the deposit and resource
into what’s called a “Tier 1” asset, the kind that big names
like Newmont and Barrick like to buy. Tier 1 is what adds large
new resources to a company’s books, and which moves the needle.

For access to the Banyan project, there’s an existing, all-
season road straight to the site. The cost is zero for that. And
it makes moving people, fuel, supplies, equipment, etc. a low-
cost logistical issue.

In  terms  of  power,  the  locale  is  directly  adjacent  to  an
existing electric line; indeed, one of the company’s deposits
has been helpfully labeled “Powerline.”

And just to add to the convenience of getting there, Banyan even
has a gold deposit named “Airstrip.” I’m sure I don’t have to
explain that one, right?

When it comes to eventual mining, it’s a workmanlike hole in the
ground, supported by the road, power line and airstrip.

The mining model is to remove and haul consistent levels of ore
to  the  crusher  and  then  leach  pits,  where  well-understood
chemistry and engineering can recover gold at a cost which, per
comparable projects, tallies in the range of $800 to $1,000 per
ounce.

As for life of mine, just do the math. With over 4 million
ounces  currently  advertised,  it’s  a  20-year  play  at,  say,
200,000 ounces per year. Higher resource numbers, and increased
throughput will, of course, play out differently in terms of
overall scale and economics.



The point is, Banyan has already established itself as a serious
deposit and growing play. Right now, the resource is more than
worthwhile. It’s well mapped, and looking ahead the current,
aggressive drill program leaves little doubt that we’ll see a
remarkable – and remarkably fast – growth in numbers as 2022
unfolds and we move to 2023.

At  current  market  cap  of  US$80  million,  Banyan  offers  very
mineable gold in the ground at about $20 per ounce.

Great company, great geology, great gold resource and strong
upside.

Byron  King’s  Top  5
“Outstanding” Yukon Gold (and
Silver) Mining Names
written by InvestorNews | December 20, 2023
There are mining districts, and then there are mining districts.
Speak with anyone even remotely knowledgeable about the mining
space and certain names instantly elicit a smile.

For example, say “Quebec” and a person smart about mining will
grin at the thought of all that gold over the decades. Same
thing when you say “Nevada.”

Or say “Peru” or “Chile” and a mining-savvy person will nod at
the thought of copper, silver and much more.

Today let’s discuss the sweet sound of “Yukon,” because the most
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northwesterly province of Canada certainly brings mineralogical
happiness to my soul. Indeed, I’m so positive about Yukon as a
mining mecca that I’d like to list five of the top plays in the
jurisdiction and explain why I like them. That is, allow me to
share with you some ideas with upside, upside and more upside.

But only five! Because I could list ten, or fifteen, and maybe
twenty. Yes, that’s how promising is the mineral endowment of
Yukon. For now, let’s stick to five names in terms of descending
levels of development.

We’ll  look  at  a  newly  built,  producing  mine  and  then  work
through  other  production,  development  and  exploration  names.
Just five companies, though… And I apologize to the great plays
not discussed here today, although your time will come as well.

Victoria Gold Corp. (TSX: VGCX)

Currently an up-and-running gold producer, I followed this one
from the time it was a brown stain on a hillside to the buildout
of a brand new, working mine. It’s on track to produce 200,000
ounces of gold per year, with a mine life of 10 years and likely
much more based on the results-oriented exploration of adjacent
land. Every step of the way, Victoria was a model of excellent
technical effort coupled with crisp execution. On paper, it’s
profitable  at  $750  gold.  And  with  gold  now  at  $1,750,  the
economics  are  superb.  Aside  from  making  money  for  its  own
account,  Victoria  is  an  obvious  takeover  play  for  any
intermediate or senior gold miner that needs instant, profitable
ounces.

Alexco Resource Corp. (NYSE American: AXU | TSX: AXU)

This is a reboot of a century-old lead-silver mining play in the
Keno Hill area of Yukon. Now, the assets are again up and
running with a modern mill and eye-popping new discoveries over
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the past five years. The old mine and mill were long abandoned
and  designated  as  a  superfund  cleanup  site  when  the
environmental  services  side  of  Alexco  came  along  with  an
appointment from the government of Canada to begin a cleanup.
But after not too long, management realized that remediation in
connection  with  renewed  mining  could  not  just  benefit  the
environment, but deliver world-class levels of lead and zinc,
along with bonanza-grade quantities of silver. The operation
pays for itself with the base metal output, and silver is icing
on the top. As silver prices rise over time, Alexco is a rocket
shot.

Western Copper and Gold Corporation (NYSE American: WRN | TSX:
WRN)

Western  controls  the  Casino  ore  body  in  southwest  Yukon,  a
massive copper-gold-bearing porphyry that’s best characterized
as advanced-stage exploration and early-stage development. The
resource numbers are simply eye-watering, with over 10 billion
pounds of copper and over 14 million ounces of gold (using the
term,  “measured,  indicated  and  inferred”).  Mine  life  is
estimated at “over 47 years,” which is an amusing understatement
among mining-savvy observers. Heck, this is a 100-year play if
it  lasts  a  day.  The  deposit  will  require  a  deep-pocketed
operator to build it out, and Western has partnered with Rio
Tinto to advance the effort. It’s worth noting that massive
projects must await their moment in time. But based on price and
demand trends for copper and the constant attractiveness of big-
ounce gold plays, Western’s day in the sun is coming sooner
rather than later.

Banyan Gold Corp. (TSXV: BYN)

Banyan is a gold play located on a massive geological trend that
connects the above-mentioned Victoria Gold and Alexco. Drilling
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to date has been remarkably successful at finding mineable,
commercial levels of gold in almost every hole. Obviously, as
per the drilling, there is precious metal in the ground and now
the challenge is to figure out how much; although my informed
hunch is likely “a heck of a lot” as these things go. And as if
the gods of the earth could not be more favorable to Banyan,
much of the land package is located along a road system, with an
adjacent airfield and power lines. It makes logistics far less
expensive and lowers finding costs by extending the bang for
every  drilling  buck.  Currently,  the  idea  is  to  drill  and
identify more of that gold. Next comes the resource estimation,
and  that’s  when,  where  and  why  Banyan’s  share  price  has
skyrocket  potential.

Metallic Minerals Corp. (TSXV: MMG | OTCQB: MMNGF)

Metallic is an early-stage exploration play located on a land
package directly adjacent to the above-mentioned Alexco. Many of
the same geologic trends that underlie Alexco continue onto the
Metallic land package. In that sense, Metallic has focused its
early-stage drilling on finding similar rocks, structures and
chemical trends. Another way of looking at it is that the Keno
Hill  silver  district  began  with  outcroppings  of  veins  and
mineral  resources  that  old-time  prospectors  spotted  over  a
century ago. But those geological clues are more deeply buried
on the Metallic land package, and not evident to the casual
eyeball. This time around, finding the ore zones will require
modern  exploration  techniques  to  figure  it  all  out.  Still,
Metallic is in the right place with the right geology, and a
solid, well-run program focused on finding what “ought” to be
there. Give it time, and here’s a play with excellent potential
and upside.

That’s all for now…  Thank you for  reading.
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